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No one cares about the rock star illusion
No one cares, because the mystery is gone
Well, I know it's time for evolution (now)

I'm a survivor and I got the solution
I've whipped the masses and my legions growing
strong
So, I am here to lead the revolution (now)

So, let's go, let's go, let's go

I am on the front line of filthy demonstration
A martyr in an industry of pimps and whores
I got my finger on the pulse of the nation

Another day, molding minds of children
I got a weapon and I shake my rock and roll
When I speak, the world is gonna listen (now)

And I know, I know, I know
Well, I know, I know, it's so

Well, I have been told the the dream is dead
Signed a suicidal pact we're gonna be bled
Not gonna choke what I'm fed
I'm a lustful villainess, awake the dead

Got no limits to how hard I'm gonna twist them 
I got the vision of the victory of vice
And I know this time they'll better listen up

Play nice

Here my call to lead the resurrection
Call my psycho, call me crazy, call me queer 

But I know
The time for one more domination revolution is here

I know, I know, it's so

Well, I have been told the the dream is dead
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Signed a suicidal pact we're gonna be bled
Ain't gonna choke what I'm fed
Watch a real live modern Jesus raise the dead

You want a revolution? Yeah.. (Yeah)
You want a revolution? Yeah.. (Revolution)
You want a revolution? Yeah.. (Yeah)
You want a revolution? Yeah..

Won't be told the dream is dead
Like a necrophiliac I'm out of my head 
Ain't gonna choke what I'm fed
Watch a real live modern Jesus raise the dead

No, I don't believe the dream is dead
And I just don't give a fuck if they think I'm, I'm out of
my head
They gonna believe it
They gonna see it
I am leading the world wide call for domination
revolution
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